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Infinity Site Managing Software is made up of 5 modules 

These Modules are run on an Infinity Server located on each site. 

iSite ���� This module interfaces with the Site Controller at your sites. It 
monitors transactions and site status. Currently supports GASBOY Site II & III 
with limited interface to Petrovend Systems. 

iTank ���� This module interfaces with the Tank Gauge at your sites. It monitors 
inventories, deliveries and site conditions. It can report via email and or pager / 
phone about site status changes. It can email specific people reports like delivery, 
inventory and compliance reports. Currently supports Veeder Root 250, 350, 
Incon, and any tank gauge that uses the Veeder Root communication protocol. 

iFleet ���� This module is used when you have both iSite and iTank. It allows 
you to monitor inventories quickly using the stop light feature of green means 
tanks are full, yellow means a delivery is needed, and red means you are almost 
empty.  

iWatch ���� Camera Option allows people using iSite to link pictures and video 
to transactions and events like pumps going down. This device even allows you to 
remotely view real time images over the Internet. The DVR option allows 
playback motion from a digital recorded history while the Axis version only 
allows current live feeds. 

 
iTran ���� This module is currently only supported by CFN. It gives you the 
option of secure 3 to 6 second authorization over the Internet. It reduces CFN’s 
communication cost and decreases authorization times. This is currently 
supported on GASBOY and CCIS systems. 

 
Infinity iTran LAN Server ���� CCIS customers that have all sites on an 
internal network via frame would be able to purchase the Infinity iTran 
LAN Server to pass all transactions to CFN via a secure connection. With 
this option the companies can only participate in iTran. All other modules 
require an Infinity Server located on each site. 
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Infinity Server $1750.00 per site (required for Infinity 
Services) 

 
Infinity Server consists of PC, Linux OS, cables, and Infinity Software.  
* Monitor, Keyboard, and Mouse Sold Separately. 

Infinity Modules  
 

Infinity modules iSite and iTank are purchased based on the first module 
being $50.00 per month per site and the second module being $25.00 per 
month per site. iFleet is included when both modules are purchased. 
 
Infinity iTran is paid to CFN on a $55.00 per site per month. Replaces the 
$125.00 a month VSat fee or the $35.00 a month plus $0.0435 a 
transaction for dialup. 

 
iWatch (DVR Camera Option) $1750.00 (4 cameras) to $2500.00 (8 cameras) 
Infinity interface software is already installed on Infinity Server. 
 
Infinity iTran LAN Server $1800.00 (CCIS only) used only on a CCIS network 
where all sites are networked back to a central location 

 
Infinity iTran G-Site/ Ruby Server $1250.00 per site 

 

Volume Rebate Pricing 
 

Description List Price 6 to 12 systems 13 to 19 systems 20+ systems 
Infinity Site Manager System (PC, 
Monitor, Keyboards, cables and 
Software)* 

 
$1,750.00   $        1,575.00   $         1,487.50   $    1,400.00  

DVR Camera Systems (4 port)* 
 
$1,750.00   $        1,575.00   $         1,487.50   $    1,400.00  

DVR Camera Systems (8 port)* 
 
$2,500.00   $        2,250.00   $         2,125.00   $    2,000.00  

DVR Camera Systems (12 port)* 
 
$3,200.00   $        2,880.00   $         2,720.00   $    2,560.00  

Monthly iSite Fees**  $    50.00   $            45.00   $              42.50   $        40.00  
Monthly iTank Fees**  $    25.00   $            22.50   $              21.25   $        20.00  
* This figures do not include shipping     
** The first module is $50.00 and the second is $25.00 no matter if you only purchase iSite or iTank) 
*** Also remember that iTran is paid to CFN at $55.00 a month but eliminates the $35.00 CFN Gasboy         port fee 
and $0.0435 per transaction fee or the $125.00 per month VSAT fee 

 
Prices published on 10/26/04 and are subject to change 


